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By Ross Brawn

Simon & Schuster UK. Taschenbuch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - From Ross Brawn-one of the most
successful figures in Formula One auto racing-comes a compelling insider's account of what it takes
to win, featuring practical advice for overcoming obstacles and becoming a champion both on and
off the racetrack. Formula One racing is a wildly popular global sport with millions of fans and
billions more engineering dollars at stake. For four decades, Ross Brawn has been one of the most
innovative technical directors and team principals in the high-stakes world of Formula One. He is
considered the most successful competitor in the history of Formula One to date, and 'the closest
thing there is to a certifiable genius' (The Wall Street Journal). Leading Benetton, Ferrari, Honda,
and Mercedes, he has worked with legendary drivers such as Michael Schumacher, Jenson Button,
and Lewis Hamilton to make them Grand Prix champions. Now, in this fascinating book, presented
as a frank conversation between Brawn and fellow Formula One competitor Adam Parr, Brawn
reflects upon his career, shares the philosophies and methods that led to his success, and offers
lessons that every leader working with teams-at work, play, or home-can use to achieve their own...
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential read publication. it absolutely was writtern very completely and valuable. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Sarai Lebsack-- Sarai Lebsack

Thorough guide for book enthusiasts. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your lifestyle span will be transform when you total
reading this article book.
-- Lindsey Larson-- Lindsey Larson
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